
MINUTES 

STAA Committee Meeting 47 

Sunday 24th June 2018 

09:00am 

Via Skype 

Rotating Chair: Lynn Esslemont 

Minutes: Magda Gamrat 

Attending:  Lynn, Magda, Bob, Fiona, Trish 

Apologies: Norma 

1. Minute Taking & Rotating Chair-  

                  a.   Decision – Who will chair Meeting 48 (Sun 29th July, 10am-11.30am, Skype) 
Ch – Trish, M – Bob  Meeting moved to 5th August, Skype 9am 

2. Approval of previous minutes -  

a. Decision – Approve minutes of meeting 46 – approved Patricia Lyon, 
seconded ? 

3. Council meeting dates 

a. Decision - Set date for meeting 49. (1.9.18 Ch – F, M – Lynn)  

4. Financial Report 

a. Information - STAA Members may receive account details by contacting the 
Treasurer  

b. Balances: 

i. Current Account 

ii. Business PAYPAL 

iii. Old PAYPAL – PL hope to close in august once any relevant prints are 
taken and 6 mth accounts finalised 

     c.    PAYPAL fees for Membership & EATA subscription  

Info- Currently STAA absorbs the fee for EATA subscriptions. 

Discussion – Discussion on this was deferred from Meeting 46 to allow more 
committee members to contribute.  

Decision - Do we want to continue doing this? (NBThis decision may be 
overtaken if the AGM decides to discontinue EATA affiliation.) 



Discussion - Continue to absorb the EATA subscription and if need be review 
(if bank account changes then we update) we gonna revisit it at the next AGM 

If fees go up we talk about it at AGM and at the moment we absorb PP at the 
EATA subscription,  

Decision – to maintain absorbing these fees but to discuss perhaps raising 
membership to include a charge. 

Membership from Oct-Oct to discuss at the beginning of Sep  

c. Change of Year End 

i. Update from – Patricia – YES we are going for 31/3/… 6 month 
submission to HMRC in the summer. PL to send info to Viv when 
updated. 

New change of year is the end of accounting year - 31/3, no membership 
year. 

5. Summer Event 

a. Info – Summer Event is scheduled for Saturday 18th August. 

b. Venue - Update from Patricia – clarification from Patricia re catering – Final 
numbers to be submitted for catering week beginning 6 August 2018. 

c. Speakers – Margaret Webb: AM, Alister W: PM. FC & PL –checking  

d.   Marketing/Bookings - Update from Bob – 17bookings, updated eventbrite 
website, another mailchimp mailing soon to remind ppl about upcoming events, 
Bob will update biography of M.W. still 13 spaces available. Via mailChimp info 
to ppl re tickets being still available until 17 August, Trish you speak to the venue 
the week before preliminary number, google info asap we buy tickets. 
FC – will do certificates and labels, signing sheets, NM can she do feedback 
sheets? 

6. EATA Country Report 

BH will send it off to Cathy Mc - Two report, Feb and the end of June update from Fiona 
definitely foundation year. 

7. Conference 

a. Info -  Saturday 17th November. Venue Booked - APEX. Theme “Transitions” 

b. Venue – PL - second instalment to venue paid 

c. Speakers:  

i. Information: Response from call for presenters: Two responses 



ii. MailChimp will go our for workshop presenters 

iii. Response from Opening/Closing Speakers:  

Opening speaker - Sandra Wilson confirmed with Fiona 
To start booking people year in advance as speakers- potentially? 

d. AGM subjects / Longer Discussion – more discussion on time options. 

e. Marketing – Update from Bob: nothing has happened; next mailCHIMP will 
have reminder about Summer Event, call for speakers for the conference, then 
Eventbrite after Summer Event - Bob 

8. Spring event 2019 

a. Venue.  

i. Information – Decision was made to explore other options for the 
venue. For the Spring Event. - 16.03.19., we have a list of venues in 
Edinburgh, we can add q.re location of this event to next Summer 
Event feedback – Lynn to email Norma, is it important that there is 
catering on site or own? 

ii. Discussion Do we want to move forward on this. If so, what are the 
criteria for venue selection? 

9. Website – off Bob's radar lately, current website is stable; try to find something simple 
to manage in case Bob is not available, his recommendation SquareSpace – it require 
credit card. 

Separate space re member info?  
More discussion in the future. We're keeping things as they are. 
Membership data base to sort out – to split out who is member who is not, how many is 
attending events, ability to find out when members' status changes. More discussion 
needed – what info we need etc.  

a. Need for Upgrade/revamp. 

i. Information – Current website is on free service from WEBS. This 
service is limited and there were problems when it was separated from 
David Harford's personal account. Bob would recommend a move to 
SQUARESPACE, which provides a more comprehensive, stable and 
secure service. SQUARESPACE has a simple interface that would 
allow STAA committee members to add and edit pages. 
SQUARESPACE would not support database/personalised member 
information. It would also require a credit card to set up the account. 
The alternative is WORDPRESS which is more complex to administer, 
but is far more flexible and powerful. 



ii. Discussion – Does the STAA wish to explore the options around 
improving the website 

10. STAA closed FB group 

a. Update – Lynn, no issues people who are in the closed group post regularly, 
question about joining; spoke to Fionas about advertising photo, they will do 
it. 

11. Twitter 

a. Info – Need to be using TWITTER? 

b. Discussion – Who is to act as TWITTER editor 

c. Ask Fiona to look after STAA Twitter account? What is the purpose of it? - 
ongoing discussion. Add social media question to Norma. 

12. Strokes 

a. Update from Lynn/Norma - N, C L skyped next edition of Strokes at the end 
of August, after the Summer Event, no theme at the moment. What is its 
purpose, how is it serving the STAA? Ongoing discussion.  

13. EATA Affiliation - STOP 

a. Discussion  - Whether to apply for EATA funding for events? 

b. Discussion – should we be getting info directly from EATA 

c. EATA Complaints Procedure? 

14. Liason with other bodies 

a. UKATA –  

1. UKATA seems resistant re liasing with STAA, Fiona as RTE  

2. NETACs, Cumbria, Midlands – other groups, Perhaps Affiliation with UKATA 
is not needed? F- to circulate contacts from the groups. 

i. Information – Positive Email received from UKATA. Conversation 
between Bob and UKATA Chair at the UKATA Conference indicated 
UKATA will be appointing a liason person and may be taking more 
interest in regional TA groups. 

ii. Discussion - Who is to move forward with liason from the STAA? 

iii. Report from Liverpool Conference – Bob, conversation with John 
Rennek desire to reach out but no infrastructure to communicate with 
people, Bob concerned about giving up our EATA affiliation, RTEs 
seem to be in charge rather than UKATA 



iv. Bob spoke to John Fleming –TAI starting it in Ireland, maybe useful to 
stay in touch 

v. Possibility of Joint Conference with UKATA in April 2020 – we won't 
get involved. 

1. Information – This was raised in 2017.  Recent email indicates 
UKATA are potentially interested in this and it will be 
discussed at the UKATA conference this year. No contact or 
approaches were made to Bob at the UKATA Conference on 
this subject. Discussion with Sheila van Tol and Trevor Timms 
indicates that the organisation of the previous joint conference 
with UKATA drained the STAA of energy.  

2. Discussion - What input do we want to have to the UKATA 
decision and what info do we need to make our own decision?? 

b. UKCP, BACP, COSCA – 

i. Information - Carried over from Meeting 44 

ii.  Discussion - Do we wish to liase with these organisations?? 

c. New BACP policy on advertising unpaid posts for fully qualified therapists 

i. Information – Carried over from Meeting 44. BACP are implementing 
a policy of not advertising unpaid posts that require qualified 
counsellors.  

ii. Discussion – Does STAA wish to join other organisations in lobbying 
for this in Scotland?  

15. Organisational Membership.  

a. Information – Agreed to have £10 organisational membership 

b. Discussion – How to proceed with this 

16. Committee Policies & Procedures 

a. Committee Procedures 

i. Information – Discussion at meeting 45 resulted in a decision to write 
down the procedures of the committee to ensure that new members 
know what to do. A draft version is on DROPBOX 

ii. Discussion. Does the draft cover what is required 

b. GDPR Privacy Policy  



i. Information – The STAA keeps personal data on members, and 
potential speakers. It therefore requires a Privacy Policy Bob has 
produced a draft Policy for the STAA 

ii. Discussion – on draft policy 

Any other business 

Next Chair will be doing next Agenda 48, people can add questions to it. 


